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BERYLLIUM PRODUCTS HAZARD 

The equipment described in this section contains components in which Beryllia (Beryllium Oxide) is 
used. This materia! is hazardous if its dust is inhaled or touches cut, abraded or diseased skin. The components 
are: 

(a) R.F. drive board, Unit 5, transistors TR20l, TR30l, TR40l. 
re sistors Rl, R2. 
integrated circuits IClOl. 

r.f. transistor type A8l80 (b) 

r.f. transistor type A8180, 
50 ohm, 20W re sistor on the input coupIer 
50 ohm, 60W re sistor on the output coupIer 

(d) Input splitter, Unit 6, re sistor Rl. 
(B-92-2661-01) 

Should any of these components be accidentally damaged, the broken pieces must be carefully collected using 
tweezers and the surrounding area wiped clean with a moistened ootton wool pad. The broken pieces and the 
ootton wool pad must be sealed in a polythene bag. Refer to IL. 77, an appendix to this manual, for disposal 
instructions. 

Amplifier pallet, XI, 
(Motorola XFA 8090B) 
Amplifier pallet, X2, X3, 
(Motorola XFX8I808) 

(c) 

T' 

When a replacement r.f. power component is fitted, the unserviceable item must be also sealed in a 
polythene bag, and disposed of in the correct manner. 

HIGH TEMPERATURE 

The equipment described in this section contains components which operate at high temperatures and could cause 
injury if mishandled. If, following a programme period, maintenance must be performed, exercise care when changing or 
working near the power transistors and other high wattage components. 

,.- 
NON-IONIZING RADlATION 

The r.f. output power from the output amplifier constitutes a hazard to personnel. Ensure that the output 
power amplifier circuit breaker is switched off before disconnecting its output connectors. Exercise care when 
working near the rf power transistor. 

HIGH CURRENTS 

The equipment descn"bed in this section contains low voltage high current supplies (typically 32Vat 
13.5A and 28V at llA). When maintaining the unit heed waming labels on the covers and waming notices in the 
text and take the necessary precautions to avoid contact these supplies. 

r-- 
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STATIC SENSITIVE 

1. Certain metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) devices used in this equipment embody in their design a thin 
layer of insulation which may be broken down by an electrostatic charge resulting in irreparable damage. The 
conditions do not apply when a device is wired on to a board as the circuit design will protect the devices from 
stray electrostatic charges. 

2. In this equipment the circuit diagram and the boards containing these devices are annotated thus: CAUTION: 

THIS BOARD CONTAINS STATIC SENSITIVE DEVICES 

" Each static sensitive device is identified by an asterisk in the associated parts lists. 
3. Such devices are nonnally despatched from the manufacturer in a metal or conductive plastic container. It is 
when a device is removed from a container that damage is liable to occur. Refer to IL.92 an appendix to this 
manual for the special handling techniques required. 
4. In this unit the MOS devices are located on the following printed circuit boards: B-92-2919-02, Supply and 

control board. 
B-92-663O-O2, UHF corrector board. 

r- 
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INTRODUCTION 
1 The output amplifier is a single rack mounting unit which: 

1.1 When correctly aligned can be considered as an amplifier of standard gain and electricallength. 
The intemal corrector board provides the necessary correction and gain control circuits to 
achieve this and vswr protection. 

1.2 Can be used for either vision or sound amplification; a single, external link de termines the 
function, there are no internal differences. 

1.3 Derives its d.c. supplies from a stepped down 3-phase a.c. supply via switching regulator 
circuits; a soft start is provided. 

1.4 Employs water cooling of the power devices. 

1.5 Gives a front panel indication for normal operation or a fault condition which can be further 
interrogated at the transmitter control unit. 

1.6 Provides operational status signals which can be displayed on the front panel of the transmitter 
control unit on receipt of a polling signal. 

2 Self powered, the unit receives its 4SV; 3-phase a.c. supply from a stepdown, multi-secondary transfonner in 
the base of the transmitter cabinet. The d.c. supplies are provided by four switch-mode buck regulator circuits 
which comprise: 

A chassis mounted 3-phase bridge rectifier which provides the unregulated d.c. input. 2.1 

The supply and control p.c.b., B-92-2919-02 which is Unit 1 and contains the buck regulators 
and controVmonitoring circuits. 

2.2 

2.3 The chassis mounted inductors and capacitors, LI to L3 with Cl to C3. 

The signal path through the unit consists of: 3 

3.1 The u.h.f. corrector board, B-92-663O-O1, Unit 4. 

The sample timing board, B-92-6489-01, Unit 4.1. 3.2 

3.3 The r.f. drive board, B-92-5864-01, Unit 5. 

3.4 Motorola amplifier pallet, XI. 

3.5 The input splitter, B-92-2661-01, a Wilkinson network, Unit 6. 

3.6 Motorola amplifier pa1lets, X2 and X3. 

3.7 Output coupIers, B-92-275O-O1, Units 7 and 8. 

3.8 The frequency compensation network between the output coupIers and the uhf corrector board. 
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4 RF power devices, load resistors, power supply components and the three-phase rectifier are water cooled; 
thermostats provide overtemperature protection in the event of coolant flow failure. A continuous copper pipe 
cooling loop has copper heat sink blocks assembled to it. The power devices are then secured to the copper 
blocks. 

DESCRIPTION 

Power supplies 

5 The power supplies for the output amplifier are produced by four similar switch-mode buck regulator circuits 
which provide: 

5.1 +32V(A) at 13.5A maximum. 

5.2 at 13.5A maximum. +32V(B) 

5.3 +28V at 11.0A maximum. 

5.4 at 1.3A typical. +15V 

5.5 at O.45A typical. -15V 

The +32V; +28V and + 15V supplies include overvoltage protection and foldback current limiting. The -15V 
supply is overvoltage protected by virtue of the common double wound inductor which it shares with the + 15V 
supply; overload protection is via constant current limiting. 

6 A switching frequency of approximately 94 kHz is employed which is generated by a 2-phase clock circuit. 
A1though not used in this application, a facility exists whereby the clock can be synchronized to an extemal 
frequency source which, in turn, may be locked to 6 times the t. v. line frequency. 

7 Each phase of the clock generator synchronizes two regulators. Thus, since the regulators typically have a 
50% dut y cycle, a more constant d.c. input current is drawn i.e. when two regulators are drawing input current 
the other two are not and vice versa. 

8 An extemal + 12V supply is connected to the power supply and control board to provide power for control and 
monitoring functions. These must be maintained in the event of a worst case fault causing the 45V ac circuit 
breaker to open. This is identified as 12V(R). 

Unregulated supply 

9 Refer to Fig 1, the incoming 45V; 3-phase a.c. supply at PLA feeds bridge rectifier Dl to produce the nominal 
+60V d.c. unregulated input to the switch mode regulators. An ON indication, located on the rear pane1, is 
provided from this supply by D17. With the exception of the storage inductors L1 to L3, smoothing capacitors 
Cl to C3 and input filter C4 R2, all other components are mounted on the power supply and control board, Unit 
1. 

10 Refer to Fig 3. The unregulated supply is connected to the supply and control board with 'Faston' connectors, 
identified as PLS/PLU and PLT/PLV on the circuit. It is distributed to the three high current regulators via 
supply planes in the multilayer board with bus bar distribution points shown as BZ1 to BZ6 on the circuit. 
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Control and monitoring supplies 

11 The control and monitoring supplies generated on the board are: 

+38V for the switch mode regulator integrated circuits. Refer to Fig 3, where the unregulated 
d.c. input is applied to a series regulator TRlO with IC17, RV3 setting the output voltage. 
Current limiting is provided by R47, TRll. This circuit, and the :f: 15V regulator share the 
same fuse, FS1. 

+15V and -15V derived from the switch mode regulator which is described later. 

+5V(L), refer to Fig 2 from +15V via IC2. 

+12V(R), refer ta Fig 2, which is input at PLA(l), (2) with its return at PLA(3), (4). 

11.5 +5V(R) is derived via regulator, ICl, from the + 12V(R) supply. Diodes, DIa, b, ensure that when 
the board is powered the + 15V supply is used. 

The + 12V(R) supply is derived from the transmitter control unit via the bus connection. 

r 

Reference generator 

12 Refer to Fig 2, this circuit based around TR1, TR2, TR7 and IC35c,b provides the reference voltages for the 
+32V and +28V regulators allowing the output voltages to be set by a single control, RV1. The output voltages 
ramp up linearly over approximately 50 ms on receipt of the ON command. When the ON command is 
removed, or in the event of a fault, the reference voltages fall almost instantaneously. The reference generator 
cannot become operational if any of the supplies, +38V or :t15V are not present. 

13 Assuming no faults and with the OFF oommand at PLA(S), the output from IC9a will be high causing 
IC3Sc to effectively short circuit the ramp capacitor, CS and turn off TR7. The reference outputs taken across 
R13 are at OV: 

14 When the ON command is applied to PLA(5) the output from IC9a will be low as will the output of 
comparator IC4a. The +5V reference input to IC4(2) is derived from the + 15V supply pulse width modulator, 
IC25, see Fig 4. TR1 and TR2 turn on allowing CS to charge and gradua1ly increase the current flowing 
through TR7. This a1lows the +32V and +28V reference to ramp up to their full value over a period of 
approximately 50 ms. At this time the voltage at the junction of R14 with R15 reaches +5V causing the output 
of IC4a to switch high, approximately 12 to 13V. The current in TR1, and consequently TR2 is reduced to a 
level which maintains the charge on CS. 

15 Resistors R4, R5 with IC35b form a -15V prove circuit. The output from IC35b is high as long as the -15V 
supply is present. Should the -15V supply fail, IC35b output switches low to discharge C5 and establish the 
OFF condition. 

Clock generator 

16 Refer to Fig 3, IC15 is a precision phase-locked loop circuit employed as a pulse generator. RV2 sets the 
frequency to approximately 94 kHz; the output has a dut y cycle of approximately 50%. Although not used in 
this application a synchronizing input, which in turn may be locked to six times t.v. line frequency, can be 
connected to PLA(25). IC16 with R62, C22 provide the short duration 'phase l' and 'phase 2' pulse outputs 
which are approximately 180° apart The pulses are formed by R62, C22. The outputs are connected as follows: 
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Phase 1 to +28V and +32V(A) regulators. 

Phase 2 to + 15V and +32V(B) regulators. 

High current regulators 

17 These are the +28V, +32V(A) and +32V(B) supplies which comprise three similar circuits shown on Fig 4 
and 5. 

WARNING 

THE BOOST SUPPLY IS lOOV AT 4 mA DERIVED FROM A VOLTAGE DOUBLER 
CIRCUIT WHICH BAS ITS CAPACITOR VALUES CHOSEN TO LIMIT THE AVAILABLE 
CURRENT, SEE PARA.25 and 26. 

18 Consider the +32V(A) circuit on Fig 5, when the circuit is off the voltage at the cathode of D30 can float to 
an indeterrninate level. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the rail voltage for the gate drive circuit of IC26 
and 27 is present for correct start up. This is achieved by using the boost voltage (nominally twice the 
unregulated voltage) to provide current in the zener chain, R145, D26 to give a nominal rail voltage of 12V 
minus the Vbe of emitter follower TR23. When the + 15V supply is established TR23 is turned off and the gate 
drive circuit is now driven via L12 and D55 from the + 15V supply. L12 limits the rise of current during the 
time taken for D30 to turn on. 

19 Other than during the soft start ramp, the fact that the output voltage is very nearly half of the unregulated 
d.c. input means that the dut y cycle of the gate drive pulses is approximately 50% Opto-isolator IC26 provides 
isolation between the pwrn processing and gate drive circuits. IC27 provides the high current gate drive pulses 
to TR24 to drive the gate capacitance. 

20 IC29 is the pulse width modulation control circuit with its interna! oscillator locked to the phase I output 
from the clock generator. lts V cc is +38V, a feature which allows voltage comparison between the +32V 
reference and the output voltage, without using potential dividers, via one of its two internal error amplifiers. 
The second error amplifier compares the output current sensed through R152 against the foldback current limit 
input from the junction of R167, R168. The nominaIonset of foldback current limiting occurs at 16.0A (15A for 
the +28V supply). The short circuit current is set by R166/R169. 

21 Overvoltage protection is provided by IC28 which fires SCR3 when the sense 1 input voltage, determined 
by the potential divider R153, R154, RV5, exceeds the intemally generated 2.6V reference. The indicator 
output is applied to the control circuits to turn the regulators off. If the restart option is selected the full output 
voltage will be restored af ter approximately 70 ms if the fault was of a transient nature. Excess reflected power 
also fires SCR3 via TR5 and TR6, see Fig 2, and IC28. Although excess reflected power tums off the regulators 
via IC9a, firing SCR3 provides a rapid discharge path for the stored energy in the smoothing components. 

+ 15V regulator 

22 Refer to Fig 4, the + 15V supply regulator is similar to the high current regulators 
with the following exceptions: 

The reference voltage is the +5V ref generated within IC25 which means that the output 
voltage is a sample obtained from potential divider R129, R130. The dut y cycle of the gate 
drive waveform is approximately 20%. 
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The onset of foldback current limiting is set to occur at approximately 2A 

There is no adjustment for the overvoltage crowbar, it is from a fixed potential divider. 

Smoothing capacitor C48 is mounted on the board. 

-15V supply 

23 This supply generated by the second winding of the +15V storage inductor LI. When the gate drive pulses 
for the + 15V supply turn TR21 off the recovery diode D22 is turned on to provide a return path for the reverse 
current in the + 15V winding of LI. This induces a voltage of -15.7V at the junction LI with D25. The forward 
drop of D25 matches that of D22 to provide the -15V supply at smoothing capacitor C46. 

24 A separate overvoltage crowbar circuit is not required for the -15V supply because it will track the + 15V 
supply. Consequently the + 15V crowbar protects both supplies. Current limiting for the -15V supply is 
provided by R85, R86 with TR22 providing the input to IC25. 

Boost supply 
25 Refer to Fig 4, the boost supply is provided by a voltage doubler circuit D23, D24, C44, C45 referenced to 
the unregulated d.c. input voltage, nominally +60V. The drive, via Rl18 is the 94 kHz pulses of the -15V 
supply. Although the anticipated output voltage of +120V is above the recommended 72V peak the following 
design features contribute to personnel safety: 

The inherent high output resistance of a voltage doubler will limit the current that can be 
sourced by this supply. 

25.2 The use of low value capacitors for C44, C45 provides further current limiting. 

The effect of these design features is demonstrated by the fact that the anticipated output voltage is not actually 
achieved. At the nomina! +60V d.c. input the output voltage is approximately lOOV as the output current 
approaches 4 mA i.e. the onset of output voltage limiting has already occurred. Any abnorma! condition that 
attempts to increase the current drawn from the boost supply will result in a further, rapid reduction in the 
output voltage. 

Control and monitoring circuits 

26 Refer to Fig 2, on/off control of the switch mode regulators is a function of the output from NAND gate IC9a where 
logic I represents the off or fault detected state. The inputs to IC9a are: 

The overtemperature input at P LW in series with THTl on the board, O = normal is inverted to 
logic 1 at IC9(l) via IC35e. 

The power on/off input at PLA(5) or PLC(5), 1 = ON . 

The output from monostabIe IC7a which is triggered by the output from NAND gate ICll, see 
Fig 3, which monitors all other fa uIt conditions. 

The output from the fault latch formed by IC9b, IClOb. 

When all of the above inputs are at logic 1, the output from IC9a is the logic O regulators on command, the 
FAULT indicator DLP2 is extinguished. Any of the above inputs changing to logic O produces the logic 1 
regulators off command and lights the FAULT indicator. 
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27 ICB is a synchronous binary down counter which is preloaded by LKl and LK2 for the number of restart 
attempts in the event of a fault. A fault input which triggers IC7a win reduce the count of ICB by 1. When IC7a 
times out af ter approximately 20 ms the regulators are allowed to ramp up to their full output voltage. If the 
fault was transient in nature no further action is taken until IC7b times out, approximately 0.5s af ter the fault 
input, to reset ICB to its pre-loaded count. 

28 If the fault was of a permanent nature, each attempted restart will trigger IC7a;b turning off the regulators 
and causing IC9 to count down. If the permitted number of restarts occurs within the period of IC7b, IC8 will 
count down to zero, IC8(13) low, to set the latch ICI0b, 9a and turn the regulators off. They will remain off 
until the fault is cleared and the latch is reset. The latch can be reset by the app1ication of the reset input at 
PLA(6) or when the supplies are switched off/on by the action of R42, C17, or by the power on line being 
switched off at IC9(10). 

29 The +5V reference from IC25, see Fig 4, and the output from IC4a, see Fig 2, provide two indications: 

Via comparator ICl2a, when the nomina! +5V from the reference generator reaches the +5V 
reference, a NORMAL indication (DLPl lit) and the NORMAL bus output at PLAl9 via the tri-
state buffer IC34a. This output is enabled by the control unit polling signal. 

Via comparator IC5a and driver IC35a, the power up output at PLB7. 

30 Comparator IC3d, Fig 2, is a +38V supply prove function which outputs the AUX SUPPLY indication to the 
bus via IC34b, IC6a and PLA19. Failure of the +38V supply to prove is also an indication that the module 3 
phase supply circuit breaker is switched off or has tripped. 

31 IC34c is the tri-state buffer for the ALC/APC fau!t signa! from the corrector board. It is output to the bus via 
IC14d and PLA18. Simi!ar!y, IC34d and IC6b output the OVERTEMPERATURE indication to the bus via 
PLAg. 

32 The +5V output from the reference generator, see Fig 2, is fed via voltage follower IC4b to comparators 
IC12b, c, d on Fig 3. These are the undervoltage comparators for the +28V, +32V(A) and +32V(B) supplies. 
Their outputs are normally high, switching low if undervoltage occurs. 

33 The output from the undervoltage comparators together with the +28V, +32V(A), +32V(B) overvoltage 
signals are input to NAND gate ICll. The corrector board ALC/APC, forward and reflected power fault signals 
are also input to ICll. Any input switching low will produce the high 'fault' output from ICll which tUffiS off 
the regulators. A reflected power signa! is a!so applied to the daughter pcb, see Fig 6, where it is processed and 
fires the crowbar, SCR3, via IC28. 

34 Each input to ICll is also connected to the octal 'D' type latch IC13 which is transparent as long as pin 11 is 
high. The input data is latched when pin 11 goes low by the output from the fault latch IC9b, ICI0b going low, 
see Fig 2. The data remains latched so that it may be interrogated via the control unit until a reset is applied. 

Pre-regulator board 

35 The pre-regulator board is fitted between the power supply board and the corrector board. Refer to Fig 6, it carries four 
integrated circuit regulators which provide supplies of + 12V, -12V, +BV and -8V from + 15V and -15V inputs. lts 
function is to reduce the heat dissipation of the enclosed corrector board. 
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UHF corrector board 

36 Refer to Fig I, one output from the vision or sound splitter is the input to the output amplifier at SKD and 
the corrector board at SKA. The board also receives a forward and reflected output power sample from each 
amplifier pallet via coupIers, Units 6 and 7 at SKE to SKH. The board functions are: 

To compare the r. f. envelope amplitudes at the module input and outputs (the latter derived 
from the forward output power coupIer as a fixed proportion of the r.f. output voltage ), and to 
modify the signal fed to the power amplifier stages to keep the difference between input and 
output envelopes to a minimum. 

To compare the phases of the input and output r.f. signa!s ( derived as above) and to phase-
modulate the signa! fed to the power amplifier stages to keep this phase difference to a 
constant value irrespective of signal amplitude or temperature. 

36.3 To provide an output power limiting action 80 that the output power will not exceed the 
permissible safe value, for any combination of load VSWf, or excessive input level. 

To provide a logic signa! output indicating that excess forward power is being produced. This 
normally only occurs if the limiting action fails. 

To provide a }ogic signa} output indicating that excess reverse power is appearing at the 
amplifier output. 

To provide a logic signa! output indicating that the controlloops within the corrector p.c.b. are out 
of range i.e. a fault condition. 

To produce a soft start characteristic fur the module, so that both controlloops have time to 
attain lock befure full output is reached. This is to help protect the N-way combiner which 
adds the module outputs in the transmitter. 

The p.c.b. contains three l.e.d. indicators, intended as operational guides during maintenance procedures. The 
two red ones DLPl and DLP2 indicate that the phase control or amplitude controlloops are out of lock, while the 
green one DLP3 indicates the presence of correctly timed sync puls es on the input signal. 

Signal path and correction circuits 

37 Refer to Fig 8, the input match of the board at SKA is determined by Rl to R3. Sageline coupIer Xl is configured to 
provide an overall module phase adjustment via RVl of approximately :t30 degrees. This is the adjustment which allows 
all modules in a transmitter to introduce the same phase difference between their input and output. 

Amplitude corrector 

38 Refer to Fig 8, this is a two stage circuit; a 4-quadrant multiplier IC1 acting as a high-speed amplitude 
modulator corrects video-speed amplitude errors. The second stage is a slow-speed attenuator D3 and D4 with 
ICS which compensates for slow-gain changes e.g. temperature induced changes. For testing purposes the 
correction can be disabled by removing LKA, to prevent loss the link can be fitted between LKA1 and TP22. 
Note, TP22 is shown on Fig 11. 
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39 Control signa!s for the amplitude correction stages are generated from comparison of the input r.f. signal at 
SKA and sample of the r. f. output signa!s at SKG and SKH derived from coupIers, Units 7 and 8 via the 
frequency compensation network shown on Fig 1. To compensate for the propagation delay imposed by the 
power amplifier stages a length of semi-rigid cable (CX3 to CX4) introduces an equivalent delay to the input r. 
f. signa! (reference signa!). An a.g.c. circuit prevents the effects of thermal drift, which could effect the module 
output level, by holding the signa! returning from the cable at the same level as the input to the cable. 

40 The reference input to the cable is one output from the hybrid splitter X2. It is fed via IC18 which provides a 
nominal +8 dB of gain, the a.g.c. attenuator D12, D13 and IC9 which gives a nominal 12 dB of gain. The cable 
output via IC19 is applied to the reference splitter X7, shown on Fig 11. 

41 The cable a.g.c. circuit is also fed from IC18 via C37 aDd IC19 C64 to matched diode envelope detectors 
Dlla and b which receive aD identical bias voltage from IC29, see Fig 11. These are fonowed by peak detector 
IC7, C42 aDd ICll, C61. To combat the effects of therm al drift these circuits have identicallayout patterns on 
the p.c.b. with the two diodes being adjacent. The output from ICll is fed via a buffer stage ICI0, a second input 
via R30S is summed with the peak detector output and CaD reduce the gain via the vswr protection circuits 
which are described later. The voltages at TP4 aDd TP6 willlie between +2 and +3V aDd under normal 
conditions the loop win force these two voltages to be the same. 

42 ICBa is the cable a.g.c. difference amplifier with its output at TP5. When the circuit is operating normally 
there will be a voltage in the range of approximately +0.5 to +4.0V d.c. at TP5 which sets the attenuation 
imposed by D12 and D13. 

43 The output r.f. samples derived from the forward coupiers in Units 7 and 8 are connected to the board at 
SKG and SKH, see Fig 12 via the frequency compensation network, see Fig 7. These inputs are combined 
resistively and fed via IC30, nomina! gain of 8 dB, to the feedback splitter X9 shown on Fig 11. A pin diode 
attenuator D34, controls the input to IC30 which forms the output amplifier gain control via RV2 on the pc b 
and the front panel GAIN control RV1 via the sample pulse timing pcb. 

44 One output from the reference splitter X7, and one from the feedback splitter X9 are applied to two, 
identical envelope detectors via nominal12 dB gain stages IC20 and IC27. Again, the board layout for both 
circuits is also identical to minimize performance differences. The reference envelope detector of biased 
matched diodes Dllc and d with difference amplifier IC22 overcomes the non-linear characteristic of the diodes 
to form a circuit which gives OV d.c. out with the r.f. input disconnected. RV4, the offset control, provides fine 
adjustment of this condition and has some effect on the linearity at the white end of the picture. The feedback 
detector is Dlle and f with IC28. 

45 The envelope detector outputs are compared by subtraction at IC23. If there is no distortion in the external 
power amplifier and the two signals are the same amplitude, then the re sult will be zero; ff there is an 
amplitude dffference, there will be a unidirectional output at TP22 which will cause the integrator IC5, see Fig 
8, to change its output, thereby reducing the average difference to zero via attenuator D3, D4; this is the slow 
gain-control loop. However, if there is distortion, there will be a residual signal at TP22 which should be 
symmetrically displaced about zero volts d.c. The voltage at TP1, the output of IC5, should be in the range +5V 
to -5V when the slow gain loop is in range. 
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46 Refer to Fig 11, the output from IC23 is a1so applied to the agc out-of-range detector IC24c and d which is 
a window comparator with nominal limits of :I:: 100 mV about OV. A high out-of-range output lights the 
OUT-OF-RANGE indicator DLP2. Refer to Fig 10, it is a1so applied to the out-of-range trip gate D74, D75 
and TR5 to give a trip output at PLB(8). 

47 The distortion correcting output from IC23 is also applied to the amplitude modulator ICl 'X' inputs via a 
changeover switch formed by TRI to TR4. Control of the switch is exercised via ICI7, see Fig 10. The loop 
gain of the amplitude correction circuit is held nominally constant for all amplitudes of the video input 
waveform by fet TR26b which acts as a driven variabIe resistor, see Fig 8. 

48 A loop control signal is derived from IC6 and the second fet TR26a which forms a matched pair with 
TR26b. The non-inverting input to IC6 is a proportion of the video input waveform taken from the reference 
envelope detector output at IC22 on Fig 11. The inverting input to IC6 is held at approximately 100 rn V to 
ensure that the fet TR26a, b operate within the variabIe resistance portion of their characteristic. Diodes D6 and 
D7 prevent the signal at TP2 from going more negative than -1.4V, a requirement of the amplitude modulator 
ICl. The effect of this circuit is to give a fairly constant loop gain as the rf envelope amplitude varles and, thus, 
improve the correction performance and the loop stability. 

Phase corrector 

49 The phase correcting system incorporates a high-speed phase detector and control loop to correct dynamic 
phase errors, and a subsidiary slow-speed but wide-range phase adjuster which compensates for slow phase 
changes in the power amplifier due, for example, to thennal effects. This operates by maintaining the high-
speed loop in the average centre of its range at all times. The phase shifts demanded by these loops are 
produced by a four-section arrangement of quadrature hybrids, with varactors as the control elements. The 
high-speed loop is only made operative when the module is being used as a sound amplifier. 

50 Refer to Fig 9 and 10 the slow-speed loop may be disabled by removing LKC, TPll is connected to LKC 1, 
and may be used as a parking space for LKC in the 'off' position. The high-speed loop is set to the appropriate 
position by via LKB. LKB is normally connected 1 to 2 which allows auto selection of phase correction for 
sound use and disables it for vision use. Reference to the table on Fig 10 shows that it is possible to force the 
high speed loop permanently on or off in addition to the 'auto' facility; this is for investigative purposes only. 

51 When 'auto' is selected at LKB the high speed loop is only operative when the module is being used as a 
sound amplifier. The change between sound and vision is made automatically by fet TR28 and TR29 which are 
switched by the sound/vision command at PLB13, see Fig 14. This pin is connected to OV for sound and is 
open circuit for vision operation. 

CAUTION 

Attemptiog to disable the slow loop but oot the high-speed loop win give uopredictable results aod should 
be avoided. 

52 Refer to Fig 11, the two inputs to the balanced mixer, X8, are derived from reference (input) and feedback 
(output) samples via IC21 and IC26 respectively. IC21 and IC26 have a nomina1 gain of 12 dB. 
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53 The phase controlloop operates by detecting a quadrature condition between the two inputs to the balanced 
mixer X8, that being the state where the output is zero d.c. Onder normal operating conditions, two modulated 
signals are applied to X8, and if their instantaneous relative phase is 90 degrees, zero output will be obtained 
irrespective of their amplitudes. The arrangement is, therefore, fairly independent of signa! amplitudes; 
however, the loop gain varies to some extent with envelope amplitude. When the r. f. amplitudes applied to X8 
are small, the offsets within X8 and IC25 win have a greater proportional effect. RV3 is the offset control which 
is set to minimize any disturbances due to this effect. 

54 Refer to Fig 10, the output from IC25 is applied to integrator IC14 which drives the high speed loop via 
LKB. If the slow speed loop is operating correct I y the d.c. average of the voltage at TP10 will be zero. 

55 The output from IC14 also feeds the slow speed loop integrator, IC15. The slow phase change control 
voltage at TPll may be anywhere in the optimum range -5 to +4V. This voltage is applied to the quadrature 
hybrids, X4, X5 and X6. The control voltage is chosen so that when rf is applied to the system, the voltage at 
TPl1 starts at its negative limit of approximately -7V and rises slowly to somewhere within the optimum range 
as lock is achieved. 

56 Window cornparator IC16c and d, sets lirnits of approxirnately :i:loo rn V about zero, which, if reached, 
causes the output to go low and initiate the following actions: 

Via inverter ICI6a, clocks the 'D' type ICI7 to change its output state and switch TRI to 4, refer 
to Fig 8. As ICI is a 4-quadrant multiplier, its output will be inverted if either of its inputs is 
reversed, but the reversal has no effect on the operation of the amplitude loop, as the direction 
of applied gain variation is not affected. 

Via the Mod 1 pcb, the output from IC16a closes the switch IC54 via TR36 to short circuit the 
integrating capacitor C96. This action signals 'no error' to the window comparator IC16c and d; 
its output returns to 'high' terminating its phase fault signal. 

56.3 The output from TR36 on the Mod 1 pc b is also applied to the mute circuit via TR34, see Fig 11. 
C117 charges to apply the mute via TR32, its discharge time ensures that the module output 
slow I y returns to its normal level. 

The short durarlon low pulse from the window comparator IC16c and d is also applied to the out-of-range trip 
gate D74, D75 and TR5. However, the charging time of C69 prevents an out-of-range trip output, at PLB8, 
being generated by this short duration pulse. 

Protection circuits 

57 The p.c.b. incorporates protection circuits which are activated by signals from diode detectors on the board. 
These detectors are fed with the forward and reverse power outputs from the module output coupiers via the 
frequency compensation network pcb. These coupiers have a slightly variabie coupling factor, and so the 
detectors are provided with sensitivity adjustment. 

58 Refer to Fig 7, the frequency compensation network consists of four separate sections, one for each coupIer 
output/corrector input. The pc b is mounted on the underside of the coupIer which provides the output to SKF, 
Unit 8, and is secured by the coupIer fixing screws. Each circuit consists of a resistor network associated with 
an open circuit stub of semi rigid cable. Flying leads connect the pc b to the coupIer outputs and corrector 
inputs. There are no adjustments on the pcb. 

59 The frequency compensation network applies an amplitude/frequency response correction wbicb is opposite 
to tbat of tbe coupIers. This bas tbe effect of flattening tbe response of tbe protection circuitry to permit 
broadband operation of tbe module. 
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60 Refer to Fig 12, the inputs to the board and the detector circuit functions are: 

CoupIer 

Unit 7 
Unit 8 
Unit 7 
Unit 8 

Amplifier 

X2 
X3 
X2 
X3 

Detector 
D35/IC31a 
D36/IC31b 
D37/IC32a 
D45/IC32b 

Sensitivity

RVS 
RV6 
RV8 
RV9 

Sense Input 
SKE 
SKF 
SKG 
SKH 

reverse reverse 

forward 

forward 

61 The nomina! coupIer outputs are: 

+26 dBm peak at SKG and SKH for 270W peak sync. output from each amplifier pallet. 

+ 18 dBm peak at SKE and SKF for 20W reverse power at each amplifier pallet output. 

62 Input differences due to coupIer tolerances are compensated for by the sensitivity controls such that: 

Full forward power produces +6V peak at TP27 and TP28. 

20W reverse power produces +4.5V peak at TP25 and TP26. 

63 The protection circuits operate in two stages. First, a limiting action takes place which holds the module 
output at or below the safe operating limit for any combination of forward and reverse output power. Secondly, 
trip circuits driven from forward and reverse power detectors cause a rapid muting of the r. f. and send an 'off' 
command to the power supply. In the case of forward power, there is a time delay between the overload and the 
operation of this trip, but for reverse power action is immediate. Thus, the limiting action prevents tripping-off 
under all but the most extreme fault conditions. 

64 It is necessary tor the protection circuit to ensure that the peak sync power is only allowed to exist tor a 
limited time, and that sync-level c.w. is not allowed, as it would be an unsate condition. 

65 When the module is used for a vision signal, the limiter circuitry is fed with a train of back-porch pulses 
which are derived from the incoming syncs. These pulses are used to sample the blanking-level of the 
waveform at TP43, Fig 14. This waveform is a nonlinear combination of the outputs from the forward and 
reverse power detectors that monitor each module output ie control is exercised by the amplifier pallet giving 
the largest output 

66 Since the black level sampling occurs at line rate, it is necessary to also incorporate a peak detector circuit 
which will operate the limiter if a transient over-level occurs at a time away from the sampling instant. This 
peak detector, TR24 & TR25, also operates on the waveform from TP43, except that it is fed via a potentia1 
divider R289, R291 and R295, which renders peak sync the same size as the black level at TP43. This divider is 
enabled when the O = 'syncs present' signal tums off TR22. 

67 Thus, the peak detector output and the sampling circuit output can now be combined by an 'analogue OR-
gate' whose output is the largest of its inputs; this OR gate is on the sample timing board. Limiting will occur 
when this combined sample exceeds a level which is preset by adjusting RV13. 
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68 The overall effect is that limiting will occur if either the sync power or black level power at tempt to be too 
large, irrespective of the other. This provides proper protection even if the sync amplitude is incorrect. To 
provide immunity from random noise on the video signa!, the timing pulses are derived by means of a 'time-
windowing' circuit which only gives out a sampling pulse if the sync pulse giving rise to it occurred exactly one 
line-period af ter the previous one, and if the sync pulse was of the correct width. This avoids sampling due to 
spurious pulses. 

nming circuits 

69 Refer to Fig 13, detected video has the subcarrier removed by C176, 1A8 and is applied to the sync separator 
IC34, 35. This samples the sync. pulses at approximately half amplitude and produces a train of negative going 
sync. pulses at TP30. Va1id sync. pulses are defined by IC36a, b which looks for a trailing edge occurring after 
approximately 3.6 to 5.7 J.l.S. This produces a train of negative going pulses from D-Type IC37a which have a 
break during the field period. These are fed to P12 on the sample timing pcb, see Fig 15. 

70 On the sample timing board ICl with IC2a and IC3 fom1 the time windowing circuit; the deIay imposed on 
the sync. pulses by ICl is set to equaI the Iine period by RV1. AnaIogue switches IC3b and c onIy produce a 
sync. pulse output when the period between the pulses is equa1 to l1ine period; sampling due to spurious pulses 
is thus avoided. The windowed sync. pulses are retumed to the main board at TP19; the pulse width is set to 
approximately 1 JA.s by IC38a and shifted by approximately 1 JA.s by IC38b to become a bIack level sampling 
pulse train at TP33. The pulse train at TP19 retriggers monostabIe IC39 to light the green SYNC PRESENT 
indicator and provide the Iow = syncs. present signa1 at TP34. 

71 The black level sampling pulse at TP33 is fed to P14 on the sample timing pcb, Fig 15, where a black level 
sample and hold circuit is formed by IC3a and d with C5. Diodes D5 and D6 with R11, R12 and C6 are a non-
linear filter. The signa1 at TP4 is the dc equivalent of black level which is fed to the ana1ogue OR gate formed 
by IC4 and IC5. The second input to the OR gate is the sync. sample from IC43, TR7, see Fig 14 

Limiting action 

72 Limiting is acbieved by reducing tbe levelof tbe reference signa! applied to tbe amplitude error amplifier 
IC23, see Fig 11, via tbe attenuator in tbe cable a.g.c. circuit, see Fig 8. This bas tbe effect of reducing tbe 
output power via tbe attenuator in tbe signal patb. 

73 The degree of limiting is determined by the v.s. w. r. characteristic of the amplifier pallets. This is a non-
linear function such that: 

Below a vswr of 1.25:1 (reverse power = 3.24W) no limiting is required. 

Between 1.25:1 and 1.46:1 (reverse power = 9.4W) a direct ratio summation suffices. 

Between 1.46:1 and 1.75:1 (reverse power = 20W) the slope of the curve changes and the above 
summation must be modified. 

74 As stated earlier, the detector output voltages are adjusted on alignment such that +6V = 270W forward power 
and +4.5V = 20W reflected power. This results in the following voltages at the inputs to the summing circuits: 

1.811 V = reverse power of 3.24W. 
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3.085V = reverse power of 9.4W. 

75 Refer to Fig 14, there are two identical summation circuits which feed an analogue OR-gate formed by 
IC42a, b with D35 and D56. This ensures that if one amp1ifier pallet gives a larger output than the other, 
protection is related to this larger signal and not an average of the two. 

76 Consider the summation circuit for amplifier pallet X3, the forward power sample is applied to R281 and the 
reflected to R279 and R283 with TR14 and R282 with TR16. When the reverse power is between 3.24W and 
9.4W summation is the direct ratio of R281 to R279 in series with R283 i.e. 6.8 kg and 22 k.Q. 

77 When the reverse power is less than 3.24W no limiting is required. Therefore, the reverse input is clamped at 
the voltage equivalent of this figure when the reverse power is less than 3.24W. Similarly, the requirement to 
change the summation ratio when the reverse power exceeds 9.4W means that action is required when the input 
power exceeds this. Both of these functions are performed by transistors acting as level dependent switches i.e. 
TR14 and TR16. 

78 A reference voltage of 3.085V ::t5 rn V is set at TP38 via RV12 and voltage follower IC41 which results in 
a voltage at TP37 of approximately 1.73V. This is proportionally less than the expected 1.811 V because it is 
applied to the junction of R279 with R283 to re duce the current coming back out of the summing junction. The 
effect is to clamp the reverse input at the voltage equivalent of 3.24W when the sample is less than this figure. 
TR12 provides Vbe compensation. 

79 Similarly, when the reverse input exceeds 9.4W (3.085V) TR17 is turned on to bring R282 into the reverse 
input. This effectively doubles the reverse input contribution to the summation of voltages above 3.085V. TR15 
provides Vbe compensation. 

80 The output from the summing amplifier IC42a is a non-linear video signal. If the peak of this signal attempts 
to go above 4.5V the r.f. reference level via the delay cable must be reduced. 

81 To tbis point in tbe de scription reference to peak sync. power (270W) bas been used. It is now necessary to 
differentiate between tbis and a black levelor sound c. w. signal wbicb must not exceed 150W. The module 
sound link, PLBl-2. is fitted for sound output amplifiers and lef t open for vision: 

In a sound amplifier fitting the link tums off the black level sample pulses via IC38d, and 
enforces the 1 = syncs. absent signal via IC39, see Fig 12. It also enables the sound peak 
detector via TR9, see Fig 13. 

In a vision amplifier the link is open, the black level sample pulses are enabled, and the sound 
peak detector disabled. 

82 In a sound output amplifier the output from the analogue OR gate at TP43 is fed via a 240 kHz low pass 
filter; TR9 is tumed off to enable this path. The low pass filter will average the sound I + sound 2 signal in a 
dual sound system; this is peak detected by TR8, C231. It is also fed via a burst trap, L5l, C221 and C222 to the 
peak detector TR24, TR25 with TR22 modifying the attenuator to include R237 to set the level. 

83 Thus, whether used as a sound or vision output amplifier the maximum level trom the peak detectors will 
always represent the nominal 150W sound or black level power. The fet input operational amplifier IC43 
buffers the peak detector output to provide the long hold time necessary to avoid 'bent' field syncs. TR7 
provides Vbe compensation. 
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84 The buffered output from the peak detectors is summed with reference voltage at TP38. The summing ratio 
can be adjusted via RV13 to set the onset of protection. Por normal operation the voltage at TP42 is at or near 
OV; any abnormal condition either excessive output or v.s.w.r. will cause this voltage to rise. This action 
reduces the input to the delay cable via attenuator D12, D13 (see Pig 8) which is the reference input to the 
amplitude error amplifier which, in turn, re duces the main path gain via attenuator D3, D4. 

85 Signals are also provided via the sample timing board to five front panel test points which allow monitoring 
of the voltages representing the forward and reflected signals from each of the two unit r.f. outputs relative to 
OV. These voltages are derived from TP25 to 28 on the main board, see Figll. This facility is intended for 
oscilloscope monitoring as an aid the alignment and fault diagnosis. 

86 A fine GAIN control is provided on the front panel. This is also routed via the sample timing board and is 
used to ensure that all amplifiers in a transmitter are set to give equal output from their highest output port. 

RF drive board 

87 Refer to Fig 16 and 17, the r.f. drive board contains three stages of wideband class ' A' amplification 
providing a nominal 35 dB of gain. All three stages employ stripline matching techniques. The first is an 
integrated circuit amplifier, IC101 which drives the coupled amplifier TR201, TR301, each of these has a 
Chebyshev style low-pass output filter. The output stage employs a matched pair device, TR401. Typical gains 
through the r. f. drive board are shown in FigA. 

316 mW 

10mW ~ 

TR201 
+8.5 dB 

~ Cc 1 

50 1.2W 

-~ 

TR302 

+8.5 dB 

50

2W 15W ~ RF output 

TR401 

+8.5 dB 

AF input 

IC101 
+15dB 

Fig A R.F. drive board levels 

88 Splitting and combining of the input/output for the stage TR201, TR301 is performed by Sagewire line 
devices. Similar functions for the dua1 output stage device are performed by ba1uns fabricated from semi-rigid 
coaxial cable. 

89 There are three similar bias circuits, that for TR20l, TR30l consists of RV20l, emitter follower TR203 and 
bias transistor TR202. To ensure that the bias voltage tracks any temperature changes, the bias transistor is 
thermally coupled to the power transistor, TR20l. RV20l sets the standing current of TR20l. 
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Power amplifiers 

90 The power amplifier stages consist of: 

XI, a Motorola Class AB r. f. power amplifier XFA 8090B which produces IOOW c.w. 
(maximum) over 470 to 860 MHz trom a supply voltage of +28V with a minimum gain of 8.5 
dB. XI is supplied correct I y adjusted, no further adjustment is to be undertaken. 

Unit 6, the input splitter, which is a Wilkinson network power divider. 

X2 and X3, Motorola class AB r. f. power amplifiers XFA8180B which produce 270W peak, 
180W c.w. (maximum) over 470 to 860 MHz from a supply voltage of +32V with a minimum 
gain of 8.0 dB. Por a sound amplifier module the typical operating powers are: 

90.
4 

Single sound 155W c.w. r 

Dual sound 130W c. w. 

91 The two amplifiers, X2 and X3, are fitted to a module as a gain matched pair to within 0.2 dB. In the event 
of a failure the pair should be replaced. X2 and X3 are supplied correctly adjusted, no further adjustment is to 
be undertaken. 

MAINTENANCE 

92 The output amplifier is a modular component of a solid state television transmitter in which the first level 
maintenance philosophy is one of module replacement. The design of the transmitter and the output amplifier 
module permits output amplifier module exchange whilst the transmitter remains in operation. 

WARNING 

MAINTENANCE OF THE OUTPUT AMPLIFIER WITH THE COVERS REMOVED GIVES 
ACCESS TO lTS LOW VOLTAGE, HIGH CURRENT POWER SUPPLIES, THE RF OUTPUT 
POWER OF THE AMPLIFIERS AND HIGH TEMPERATURES. TAKE ALL NECESSARY 
PRECAUTIONS TO AVOm CONTACT WITH THESE HAZARDS DURING MAINTENANCE. 
WHENEVER POSSIBLE REPlACE THE COVER OVER THE CHASSIS SECTION NOT SUBJECT 
OT MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES. 

Output amplifier module replacement 

93 A faulty output amplifier module is identified by observing the front panel indicators; The green NORMAL 
indicator will be extinguished and the red FAULT indicator lit. 

94 To replace an output amplifier module: 

Identify, locate and switch off the 3-phase supply circuit breaker feeding the faulty module. 
This step will not be necessary if the fault caused the circuit breaker to trip. 

At the rear of the transmitter, check that the AC ON indicator on the module to be replaced is 
extinguished to prove that the correct circuit breaker is switched off. 
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94.3 Disconnect the 3-phase a.c. connector, SKA, ribbon connector, SKD, 'D' connector, S KC, and 
rf input,PLD, from the rear of the output amplifier module. 

Position hose clamps on the flow and return hoses of the module being changed. Adjust the 
clamp so that when the jaws are closed sufficient pressure is exerted on each hose to shut off 
the coolant flow; the clamp jaws will be approximately 4mm apart when this is achieved. 

Position same absarbent paper where it win conect the coolant remaining in the hoses between 
the clamp jaws and their disconnection point. 

Unscrew each hose clamp, in turn, carefully pulling off the hose. Fit the U-shaped short circuit 
pipe between the ends of the hose to prevent the possibility of leaks while the module is 
disconnected. 

Fit a short length of hose across the output amplifier module flow and return pipes to retain the 
coolant and prevent spillage when the module is removed from the transmitter. 

WARNING 

NON-IONIZING RADlATION FROM THE DISCONNECTED R.F. CABLES IS NORMALLY VERY 
SMALL. THEY SHOULD, HOWEVER, BE HANDLED WITH CARE AND , IN PARTICULAR, 
AVOm LOOKING INTO THE OPEN PLUGS. 

Finally, remave the screw Remove the output leads from the rear of the module. securing the 
amplifier to the common earth bus. 

At the front of the transmitter remove the two screws securing the output amplifier module to the cabinet 
and carefully withdraw the module. 

94.10 Use the above procedure, in reverse order, to fit the replacement output amplifier module. 

SUB-ASSEMBLY REPrACEMENT 

95 The following paragraphs are concerned with the replacement of the various sub-assemblies which comprise 
the output amplifier module with the module removed from the transmitter and unpowered. Note that certain 
power devices have their fixings tightened to specified torque figures, all other fixings should be tightened to 
standard workshop practice. 

NOTE 

It is not necessary to remove printed board sub-assemblies to replace the power transistors etc. 
However the torque figures tor these devices are given in the appropriate paragraphs. 

RF corrector board, Unit 4 

96 To remove the rf corrector board from the module chassis: 

Remove the fixing screws securing the screening lid over the corrector board and carefully lift 
the it off. 
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NOTE 

Removal of the SMA sockets in the following procedure can be facilitated if the outer 
circumference of the spanner jaws is ground away until it can fit over the socket being removed without 
interlering with the adjacent sockets. 

Using a SMA sacket spanner discannect the SMA sackets, SKA, SKE, SKF, SKG, and SKH. 
Then, taking care ta avaid undue stressing, discannect SKD which is fitted ta semi-rigid co-
axial cable. 

Remove the board fixing corner pillars. 

Carefully lift the board clear of the pillafs without pulling on the delay which is not 
mechanically fixed to the board. 

97 To replace the rf corrector board use the above sequence in reverse order. 

RF drive board, U nit 5 

98 To remove the rf drive board trom the module chassis: 

Unsolder the two +28V supply connections to the board. 

Carefully unsolder the inner and outer of the semi-rigid 'rf in' and 'rf out' coaxial cables. 

Undo and remove the fixings to the power transistors and power resistors. 

Uodo aod remove the board fixiog outs. 

Carefully lift the board off the studs taking care not to flex it. 

99 To replace the rf drive board use the above sequence in reverse order observing the following points:

Remove all traces of heatsink compound from the surfaces of the power devices and their 
mating copper cooling blocks. 

Apply an even coating (of between 0.06 and 0.15 mm) of heatsink compound (PM-910545) to 
the mounting surfaces of R205, R305, R405, IC101, TR201, TR203, TR301, TR303, TR401 
and TR403. 

IClOl, TR20l, TR30l, TR40l and TR403 fixings are tightened to a torque of between 6 kg. cm 
minimum and 7.5 kg. cm maximum. 

Wilkinson splitter, Unit 6 

100 To remove the Wilkinson splitter from the module chassis: 

Remove the rf corrector board as described in Para 91 them remove its shim, noting its 
orientation, to give access the the fixings of the Wilkinson splitter screening cover. Remove this 
cover. 
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Undo the fixings of the latitudinal screen between the rf drive board and the rear section of the 
chassis. Lift the screen out. 

100.3 Undo the fixings of the longitudinal screen between the rf corrector board and the amplifier 
pallets. Lift the screen out. 

SEMI-RIGID 

CONNECTOR 

SOLDER 

X1, X2 OR X3 

Fig B Termination of semi-rigid co-axial cable 

Undo and remmove the fixings securing the seroi-rigid co-axial cable support connectors to the 
cable support blocks at XlRF OUT, X2RF IN and X3RF IN. Refer to Fig B which shows the 
detail of these connections. 

Carefully unsolder the connector, the outer and inner connections of the semi-rigid co-axial 
cables at XlRF OUT, X2RF IN and X3RF IN. 

100.6 Undo the board fixings the carefully remove the board complete with its input and two output 
connecting leads. 

101 To refit the Wilkinson splitter use the above procedure in reverse ensuring that the i.f. corrector shim is 
refitted correctly, ie with the angled edges facing up. 

Driver XI 

102 To remove the driver pallet, Xl, from the module chassis: 

102.1 Carefully unsolder, using the minimum heat necessary to avoid damage to the board pads, the XI 
V cc supply lead, the rf input and the rf output semi rigid co-axial cables. 

Undo and remove the four pallet fixing screws. 

102.3 Unda and remave the twa hex. sacket fixing screws and carefully lift the pallet fram the capper 
caaling black. 

~
103 To refit the driver board, XI : 

Remove a1l traces of heatsink compound from the surface of the copper cooling block. 
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Apply an even coating (of between 0.06 and 0.15 mm) of heatsink compound (PM-910545) to 
the mounting surfaces of XI. 

Locate the board using the tour tixing screws but don not tighten them at this stage. Leave 
sufficient slack to allow the power transistor tixing holes to be aligned. 

Fit the two hex. socket fixing screws and progressively tighten them in the sequence shown in Fig C 
to a torque of 12 kg. cm. 

+
v cc

+ D 

RFIN RF OUT 

+ +

Fig C Driver XI tightening sequence Tighten the 

board fixing screws. 

Carefully resolder the v cc, rf input and rf output cables. 

Output amplifier, X2 or X3 

NOTE 

The two amplifiers, X2 and X3, are fitted to a module as a gain matched pair to within 0.2 dB. In 
the event of a failure the pair should be replaced. 

104 To remove either output amplifier from the module chassis: 

Undo the fixing screws securing the latitudinal screen separating the rf drive board from the 
rear section of the chassis and lift this screen clear of the module. 

J.~.J
. 

Undo and remove the fixings securing the semi-rigid co-axial cable support connectors to the 
cable support blocks at RF IN and RF OUT. Refer to Fig B which shows the detail of these 
connections. 

Carefully unsolder the connector, the outer and inner connections of the semi-rigid co-axiaI cables at RF 
IN and RF OUT. Slackening the output coupIer S KB wilI facilitate the removal of the rf out cable. 

104.4 Carefully unsolder the V cc supply lead. 

104.5 Undo and remove the four board fixing screws. 

NOTE 

It may be necessary to unsolder the common connection of THTl and THT2 to gain sufficient 
clearance to remove the palIet. 
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Undo and remove the six hex. socket fixing screws, reposition thermostat THTl(X2) or 
THT2(X3) and carefully lift the pallet clear of the cooling block. 

105 To refit either output amplifier board, X2 or X3: 

Remove a1l traces of heatsink compound from the surface of the copper cooling block. 

Apply an even coating (of between 0.06 and 0.15 mm) of heatsink compound (PM-910545) to 
the mounting surfaces of X2 or X3. 

Locate the board using the four fixing screws but do not tighten them at this stage. Leave 
sufficient slack to allow the power transistor fixing holes to be aligned. 

Fig D Output amplifier X2 ar X3, tightening sequence 

Reposition thermostat THT1(X2) ar THT2(X3), fit the six hex. sacket fixing screws and 
progressively tighten them in the sequence shown in Fig D ta a torque af 12 kg. cm. 

Tighten the board fixing screws. 

Carefully re solder the V cc, rf input and rf output cables. 

Output coupier Unit 7 or Unit 8 

106 To remove either output coupIer from the module chassis: 

106.1 Remove the screening cover over the two coupIers. 

Use a SMA spanner to disconnect SKA and S KC from the coupIer. 

106.3 Undo and remove the fixings securing the semi-rigid co-axial cable support connector to the 
cable support block at RF OUT of the appropriate output amplifier X2 or X3. Refer to Fig B 
which shows the detail of these connections. 
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106.4 Carefully unsolder the connector, the outer and inner connections of the semi-rigid co-axial 
cable at RF OUT. 

CAUTION 

When removing coupier, Unit 8, take care not to damage the frequency compensation pc b which is fitted 
under the coupier and uses the same fixings. 

Undo the coupIer fixings and carefully lift the coupIer, with its input cable at S KB, out of the 
chassis. Note the orientation of the shim under the coupIer. 

Check that the shim is 107 Refit either output coupIer using the above procedure in reverse. correctIy 
fitted with its angIed edges facing up. 

Frequency compensation network pc b 

108 This pc b is fitted under the output coupier, Unit 8, using the same fixings. frequency 
compensation network pcb: 

To remove the 

108.1 Undo the connectors 7PLA, 7PLC, 8PLA, 8PLC, 4PLE, 4PLF, 4PLG and 4PLH. 

108.2 Refer to Para 106 and remove the output coupIer, Unit 8, then carefully remove the pcb. 

Refit the pc b using this procedure in reverse. 

Power supply board. Unit 1 

NOTE 

Ir ao 'off-board' power semicooductor is to be chaoged the power supply board should be fitted to 
the chassis. The replacemeot device cao theo be fitted to the cooliog block berore the leads are soldered 
to the board. 

109 The power supply board is removed complete with its 'off board' power semiconductors in the following 
sequence: 

109.1 Disconnect PLA, PLB and the Paston connectors, PLD to P LP and PLS to P LW. 

109:2 Undo and remove the 12 hex. socket screws retaining the power semiconductors and the single screw 
retaining thermostat THT1. 

Undo and remove the board fixing screws. 

Unsolder any other leads which would prevent the board from being removed. 

Carefully 1ift the board while moving it s1ightly to the rear, without flexing it, to allow the NORMAL 
and FAULT led indicators to be withdrawn from the front panel. Note that the nut bar for the 3 fet and 
rnTl adjacent to Dl will be left behind. 
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110 To reptace the power supp1y board use the above procedure in reverse noting the fo11owing points: 

Always fit new thermal pads. 

110.2 The three longer hex. socket screws (M3 x 16) are used for the 3 fet adjacent to the bridge rectifier, 
DI. The remaining 9 are all M3 x 12. 

110.3 Use the single screw to loosely fix the nut bar to THTl as this will facilitate the location of the 
three hex. socket screws through the cooling block extension plate. 

110.4 Tighten the hex. socket screws to a torque of between 3.5 kg.cm minimum to 4.5 kg.cm 
maximum. Use a multimeter to check that no device is short circuited to chassis. If a short 
circuit is found the entire thermal pad must be changed and the mating surfaces checked for 
burrs or swarf etc before re-assembly. 

Refer ta Fig E for tbe fixing details af D17, D30 and D35. 

~SCR CP HX M3X16 S ZP. MF-403001-316 WSHR PL M3 MS z. MF-550102-33 
WAS SPG srr M3 ST ZP. MF-551013-33 

SLEEV1NG 3MM I/D BLK. PM-9055-063 (CUT TO 3 
mm LENG1H ) 
BUSH A22-4013. CS-603037-2 

PAD 1HERMAL 22X136MM. CC-236005-1 

~ 

CLAM~ 8-92-6700-50 

COPPER CLAMPING STRI~ 
RE-USA8LE 

PC8 

COOLING 8LOCK 

Fig E Fixing details for D17, D30 and D35 

Chassis mounted power supply components 

111 Use conventional workshop techniques to reptace any defective chassis mounted component noting that: 

The inductars LI ta L3 are fitted with thermal pads which shauld alsa be replaced. 

Remove a1l traces of heatsink compound from the surface of the copper cooling block 
extension plate under bridge rectifier Dl. 

111.3 Apply aD even coating (of between 0.06 aDd 0.15 mm) of heatsink compound (PM-910545) to 
the mounting surface of the replacement DI before fitting it to the plate. 

ELECfRICAL CHECKS 

112 The following checks, which provide an assessment of the suitability of a replacement board, assume that 
the replacement is received fully tested. If a board has been repaired the checks will comfirm the repair is 
satisfactory. The module to be tested is extended onto a suitable surface in front of the transmitter, and uses the 
transmitter cooling system, supplies and signa! inputs as appropriate. Note the following points: 

112.1 To allow transmission to continue, use the module circuit breaker to switch the module on/off. 
Always set the rf output of the module to zero befure switching the circuit break er 
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Do oot connect the module back ioto the transmitter in the test coofiguratioo. 

If the module to be checked is in the upper part of the cabinet it can be interchanged with a 
lower module to make extension to a work surface more convenient. 

RF drive board, Unit 5 
113 The following tests describe the method for checking the standing currents to the amplifier devices and the 
power supply voltage adjustment: 

113.1 Disconnect the input to the module at SKD. Unsolder the 28V supply to the amplifier pallet X1. 
Tie this lead back so that it cannot short circuit to the chassis or other nearby components. 

113.2 Ta measure the standing current in ICl it is necessary ta break the link LKl in its supply and 
cannect a multimeter in series set ta a current range ta measure O.4A. 

113.3 Switch the module circuit breaker on to establish the cooling and supplies for the module. 

113.4 The current indicated by the multimeter should be 0.4 ::i: O.04A. There is no adjustment, any 
abnorma1 indication should be investigated. Switch the module circuit breaker off, disconnect 
the multimeter and reconnect LK1. 

The standing currents of TR201, TR301 and TR401 are assessed by measuring the voltage 
across the supply resistor, R205, R305 and R405. 

Switcb the module circuit breaker on and use a dvm to measure the voltage across each resistor 
which should be: 

113.6.1 Across R205 or R305, 2.82V which is equiva1ent to a current of O.6A, the allowable 
tolerance is :I: O.OlA ie 2.773 to 2.867V. The currents are adjusted by RV201 and 
RV301 respectively 

113.6.2 Across R4, 2.624V which is equivalent to a current of 3.2A, the a1lowable tolerance is 
:1:: O.OlA ie 2.616 to 2.632V. The current is adjusted by RV401.

113.7 Switch the module circuit breaker off. Resolder the 28V supply lead to amplifier pallet Xl. 
Reconnect the module input to SKD. 

114 If, for any reason, the actua1 standing currents need to be measured, open the appropriate link LK2, LK3 
or LK4 in the supplies to TR201, TR301 or TR401 respectively. A multimeter in series with the link will 
indicate the current. Use the above procedure but switch the transmitter off when setting the test configuration 
for each measurement. 

115 Ir TR201, TR301 or TR401 are replaced, the standing current must be reset rrom the minimum bias 
condition. Use the procedure outlined in Para 114 but befure switching the transmitter on set the bias control 
RV201, RV301 or RV401 rully counterclockwise (minimum bias). Switch the transmitter on and then adjust 
the bias control clockwise to set the current to the value quoted in Para 113.6.1 or 113.6.2 as appropriate. 

Power supplies 

116 The output voltage, overcurrent and overvoltage adjustments can be checked using the procedures described in the 
following paragraphs. Disconnect the rf input ta the module at SKD for the duration of the power supply tests. 
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WARNING 

WHEN THE POWER SUPPLY SECTION COVER IS REMOVED TERMINALS AND 
COMPONENTS OF THE HIGH CURRENT 28V AND 32V DC SUPPLIES ARE EXPOSED. 
mENTIFY THESE COMPONENTS AND TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOm CONTACT DURING 
THE TEST PROCEDURES. 

117 To perfonD the following tests a variabIe Ioad is connected across the 28V and 32V supplies in turn. Details 
for construcring the variabIe Ioad are shown in Fig F. 

COMPONENTS: 

C1 1 t.F :1:10% 63V POLYESTER 
R1 30A 75 mV SHUNT 
R2 56C :1:0.1% 1/8W 
R3 56Q:!:0.1%1/8W 
R4 11W :!:0.1% '/8W 
RV1 5Q 14.2A 
SKA PANEL MOUNTING SOCKEr -RED SKB PANEL 
MOUNTING SOCKEr -BLACK 

1NmV 

Fig F Variabie load tor power supply tests 

Initial checks 

118 With the module switched off, disconnect the supplies to the rf amplifier board, Unit 5 and the three amplifier pa1lets, 
X1 to X3 at the 'Faston' connectors of Cl to C3. 

119 Switch the module on and measure the voltage at TP3 with a dvm, it should be +38.0:t::0.2V. If necessary, 
adjust RV3 on the power supply pc b to achieve this voltage; do not exceed 39V. Transfer the dvm to the 
junction of R170, TR23 base and D31; measure the 'boost' voltage which should be +100:t::20V Use the dvm to 
check that +15V is present at C48 +ve and -15V is present at C46 -ve. Switch the module off. 

Output voltages 

120 A single control, RV1, on the power supply pc b sets the output voltage of the +32VA, +32VB and +28V supplies. It is 
set as follows: 

Connect the variabIe load, set fully counterclockwise (maximum resistance), across the 'Faston' 
connector of Cl and chassis, the 32VA supply. Connect a dvm, to measure 20 m V; to the load 
sockets. Connect a second dvm to indicate the voltage across Cl. 

Switch the module on and adjust the variabIe load to set the dvm indication to 6 rn V; this is 
equivalent to a load current of 6.0A. 

Adjust RVl on the supplies pc b to set the output voltage to 32.0V: Switch the module off. 

Transfer the load to the 'Paston' connector of C2, the 32VB supply. second dvm 
to indicate the voltage across C2. 

Connect a 
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120.5 Switch the module on and adjust the variabIe load to set the dvm indication to 6 rn V; this is 

equivalent to a load current of 6.0A. Check that the output voltage is 32 :i:: O.2V. Switch the 
module off. 

120.6 Transfer the load to the 'Paston' connector of C3, the 28V supply. Connect a second dvm to 
indicate the voltage across C3. Set the variabIe load fully counterclockwise. 

Switch the module on and adjust the variabIe load to set the dvm indication to 7 rn V; this is 
equivalent to a load current of 7.0A. Check that the output voltage is 28 :i:: O.2V. Switch the 
module off. 

Overvoltage protection 

121 Check the operation of the overvoltage protection circuits as follows: 

121.1 Connect the variabIe load, set fully counterclockwise (maximum resistance ), across the 
'Faston' connector of Cl and chassis, the 32VA supply. Connect a dvm, to measure 20 m V; to 
the load sockets. Connect a second dvm to indicate the voltage across Cl. 

Switch the module on and adjust the variabIe load to set the dvrn indication to 6 rn V; this is 
equivalent to a load current of 6.0A. 

121.3 Temporarily connect a 1.2 kQ resistor across PLF on the supplies pcb and chassis and check 
that the supply trips. If it does not trip, carefully adjust RV5 on the supplies pcb until the 
supply just trips. 

121.4 Switch the module off and remove the 1.2 kg resistor from PLF. Switch the module on and check that the 
32VA supply is restored. Switch the module off. 

121.5 Repeat Para 121.1 to 121.4 for the 32VB suppIy. Connect the variabIe Ioad to C2 'Paston' connector and 
the re sistor to PLL. If necessary, adjust RV6. 

121.6 Repeat Para 121.1 to 121.4 for the 28V supply. Connect the variabIe load to C3 , Faston ' 
connector, set the current to 7.0A (7 rn V), change the resistor value to 1.0 kQ and 
connect it to PLR. If necessary, adjust RV4. 

Remove the test equipment and replace the 'Paston' connectors to Cl, C2, and C3. 

Corrector pc b 

122 The corrector pc b is checked in-situ simulating the necessary inputs from the transmitter as described in 
the following paragraphs. 

Calibrate the test configuration 

123 Set up the test configuration shown in Fig G and calibrate the arrangement as follows: 

Connect the two network analyzer leads via a back-to-back connector and calibrate the 
network analyzer for 0 dB gain and 00 phase at the vision carrier frequency (cw). 

123.2 CaIibrate coupIers 1 and 2 in the forward direction as follows: 
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Fig G Test contiguration, corrector pc b checks 

123.2.1 Connect the analyzer rf input lead to coupIer 1 input and the analyzer monitor lead to the 
coupIer forward port. Note the phase and gain. 

123.2.2 Repeat Para 123.2.1 for coupIer 2. 

123.2.3 Set power meter 1 to compensate for the dB offset noted for coupIer 1 and 
power meter 1 to compensate for the dB offset noted for coupIer 2. The power 
meters win now give a direct indication of power. 

CaIibrate coupIers 1 and 2 in the reverse direction as follows: 

123.3.1 Connect the analyzer rf input lead to coupIer 1 output and the analyzer monitor lead to the 
coupIer reflected port. Note the phase and gain. 

123.3.2 Repeat Para 123.3.1 for coupIer 2. 

123.4 Check the gain and phase of the series connected coupIers as follows: 

123.4.1 Connect the analyzer rf input lead to coupIer 1 input and the analyzer 
monitor lead to coupIer 3 forward port. Note the phase and gain. 

123.4.2 Repeat Para 123.4.1 for coupIers 1 and 4. 

Connect power meter 1 to coupIer 1 forward port and power meter 2 to coupIer 2 forward port. 

CAUTION 

AlI modules in a transmitter are set to have the same overall phase difference between input and output. 
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123.6 If the overall phase of the modules in a transmitter is not known, then at this stage connect the 
test configuration to a known, serviceable module from the same transmitter and measure the 
phase at each output. The average of the two measurements is the phase that will be used to 
align a replacement or faulty module af ter repair. Note this figure for future use 

Corrector alignment 

124 With the module circuit breaker set to OFF, connect the module to the test configuration. Set the module circuit 
breaker to ON and make the following preliminary adjustments: 

Set the limiter control, RV13, fully counterclockwise. 

Set the protection reference control, RV12, for a voltage at TP37 of 3.085V :f:: 5 rn V; 

124.3 Set the front panel GAIN control fully counterclockwise; this control is only used to trim the 
module gain as part of the overall transmitter alignment. 

125 Set the forward power detector sensitivities as follows: 

125.1 Adjust the input level to set the highest output power from SKF or SKG to 156W. 

Adjust the control corresponding to the 156W output, RV8 to set the voltage at TP27 to 6.0V 
or RV9 to set the voltage at TP28 to 6.0V. The control corresponding to the lower output is 
adjusted for a voltage at its test point of: 

x 6.0V 

CAUTION 

In the procedures of Para 126 and l28, locate RV11 and RV14 on the corrector pc b before increasing the 
output power to limit the time the overpower condition exists. 

126 Set the forward power trip as fo11ows: 

126.1 Increase the highest output power to 170W. 

Adjust the forward power trip control, RVll, so that the module just trips. 

126.3 Reduce the input power before operating the control unit RESET switch. 

127 Set the sample timing to be exactly one line period by adjusting RV1 on the daughter pcb so that the 
waveforms at P12 and TP3 on the daughter board are as shown in Fig H. 

128 Set the output power limiting circuit as follows: 

128.1 Increase the highest output to 168W. 
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COINCIDES WlTH END OF / 
SYNC. PULSE AT TP30 ON 

V CORRECTOR PC B 

P12 ON SAMPLE TIMING PCB 
8-92-6489 

TP3 ON SAMPLE TIMING Pce 
B-92-64B9 

~ ADJUST RV1 ON SAMPLE TIMING PC8 

8-92-6489 SO THAT THIS OCCURS IN THE 
CENTRE OF THE PULSE AT TP3 

Fig H Sample timing 

Adjust the limiter control, RV13, to reduce the highest output to 162W. 

129 Set the overall module gain, first check that the front panel GAIN control is fully counterclockwise, then 
using the pc b gain control, RV2, set the highest output to 156W coincident with a gain of 48.0 dB. 

130 Set the reflected power detector sensitivities as follows: 

Switch off and change the test configuration at output 1 (SKE) to that shown in Fig J in preparation for 
the reflected power adjustments. Reduce the input power by 10 dB 

SKE 

Fig J Test configuration reflected power 

Switch on. Adjust the trombone line and the input level to achieve S.SW reflected power 
coincident with SOW forward power at SKE. 

Adjust RV5 to set the voltage at TP25 to 2.1 V. 

130.4 Switch off, transfer the 'T' connector, short circuit and trombone iine to output 2 (SKG) between 
coupier 4 and the ioad. Reconnect the ioad to coupier 3 

Switch on. Adjust the trombone line and the input level to achieve S.SW reflected power 
coincident with SOW forward power at SKG. 
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Adjust RV6 to set the voltage at TP25 to 2.1Y. 

131 Set the reflected power trip by adjusting RV7 to set the voltage at TP48 to 4.0V. Switch off and remove the 
'T' connector, short circuit and trombone line. Reconnect the load to coupIer 4. 

132 Switch on and recheck the limiter operation as described in Para 128. 

133 Check the phase offset null of X8 by adjusting RV3 as follows: 

Disconnect the network analyzer and connect the rf input trom the splitter. 

133.2 Monitor TPSO on the pc b with an oscilloscope triggered to monitor an ITS S-riser staircase line. 

Adjust RV3 for optimum waveform cancellation at or near OV. 

134 Reconnect the network analyzer and set the module average output phase noted in Para 123.6 by adjusting 
RV1. Recheck the module gain adjusting RV2 for 48.0 dB when the highest output is set to 156W. 

135 Optimize the linearity/differential gain performance of the module as follows: 

Disconnect the network analyzer trom the module input and reconnect the transmitter rt input 
trom the splitter. 

135.2 Monitor the output at a coupIer forward port with a demodulator and VM700 video measurement 
set. 

Select the ITS line with staircase and chroma. 

135.4 Adjust RV4 for the best linearity/differential gain performance. 

136 Reconnect the network analyzer to the module input, leave the module operating for 20 minutes then check 
the limiter and module average phase and gain adjustments as described in Para 128,129 and 134. 

137 This complet es the corrector pc b checks. Disconnect the test equipment and refit the module into the 
transmitter. Refer to Cat 4 Sect 1 Para 49 and if necessary adjust the front panel GAIN control to set the FWD 
detected voltage to be the same as that of the other modules, vision or sound as appropriate. 

SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS 

138 Modifications may be introduced in an equipment for a variet y of reasons, e.g. 

Replacing an obsolete component. 

Refining circuit performance. 

138.3 Add a new facility. 
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The summary table shauld be used by maintenance persannel ta nate the differences between the current 
equipment as described in the manual and equipment at an earlier madificatian state. 

CAUTION 

THE MODIFICATION SUMMARY IS NOT AN INSTRUCTION TO MODIFY THE 
EQUIPMENT. 

Table 1 Modification State Summary for Output Amplifier B-206-7600-()1 

Item Modification 

PSU damping network added, C4,R2 

R2 changed from wirewound to wirewound metal clad 

Mod. State 

2 

Table 2 Modification State Summary tor RF Drive PC B B-92-5964-01 

Item Modification Mod. State 

Table 3 Modification State Summary for UHF Corrector PC B B-92-663O-O2 

Item Modification Mod. State 

Table 4 Modification State Summary for Power Supply Assembly B-92-2657-01 

Item Modification Mod. State 

PSU damping netwark added, C4,R2 
R2 changed fram wirewaund ta wirewaund metal clad 

Table 5 Modiflcation State Summary for PS & Control PC B B-92-2919-02 

Item Modification Mod. State 

Change FS2. 3 and 4 fram 10A ta 16A 

Table 6 Modification State Summary for Pre-regulator PC8 8-92-6869-01 

Item Modification Mod. State 
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